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Abstract

We present a physical robot swarm, composed of Pi-puck robots, that maintains a
blockchain network. The blockchain serves as security layer to eliminate Byzantine robots
(faulty, malfunctioning, or malicious robots). In the context of this work, we imple-
mented a framework for high-throughput communication using a decentralized mobile
ad-hoc network. This work serves as a building block for secure real-world deployments
of robot swarms. Our results show that the use of a blockchain is feasible and warranted
in embodied robot swarm deployments.

1 Introduction

In real-world deployments, robot swarms will face a multitude of security challenges that
are only gradually taken into consideration in the swarm robotics field [7]. In particular,
Byzantine robots, that is, malfunctioning, faulty, or malicious robots, will lead to a discrep-
ancy between the intended and the actual behavior of the swarm. In a recent article, Stro-
bel et al. [16] deliver a comprehensive proof-of-concept for a blockchain-based approach
that greatly limits, in a fully decentralized manner, the impact of Byzantine robots on the
robot swarm behavior. The field of Blockchain Technology was initiated through the digi-
tal currency Bitcoin [13], in which the blockchain serves as a decentralized ledger for stor-
ing financial transactions. Later blockchain frameworks, such as Ethereum [2] (used in this
work), extended the capability of blockchains to be decentralized computing platforms. Put
simply, in the Ethereum blockchain the network participants can run programming code
on the blockchain and agree on the outcome of the programs, without the need for super-
vision or mutual trust. It is precisely these decentralized programs that have proven to be
useful in robot swarms, where a blockchain can serve as a secure decentralized coordinator
and database [16, 18, 17, 15]. To the extend of our knowledge, all blockchain-based meth-
ods applied to multi-agent robot systems have only been accompanied with results on sim-
ulated robots, and, therefore, the present paper is the first successful implementation of
blockchain-based consensus in a physical robot swarm.

The replication of simulation results with physically embodied robots is crucial to con-
vince the robotics community of the feasibility of the blockchain as a tool for solving se-
curity issues in robot swarms. However, this migration is not straightforward and involves,
among other things, the choice of adequate robot platforms, communication protocols, and
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blockchain frameworks. Unfortunately, in previous works addressing the topic, many ques-
tions whose answer would be of paramount importance for a successful real robot imple-
mentation were not addressed. Examples are:

• which lightweight robot platform can provide the requirements for running a blockchain
framework?

• which blockchain consensus protocols are appropriate for robot swarms?

• which communication infrastructure should be used?

In this work we give a first answer to the above questions by presenting an experimen-
tal setup consisting of Pi-puck robots [10] which maintain a proof-of-authority blockchain
network and communicate through a mobile ad-hoc network.

The chosen robot platform—the Pi-puck—is a reasonable choice due to the low cost and
easy availability of the Pi-pucks, and to their support for Linux that allows the easy installa-
tion of the blockchain software—Ethereum in our case. The choice of the proof-of-authority
protocol is motivated by its low computational cost that allows to run it efficiently on the
Pi-puck processor. Finally, we chose to implement a mobile ad-hoc network as commu-
nication infrastructure. This choice is consistent both with the standard swarm robotics
requirements of decentralized and local/peer-to-peer communication (see e.g., [1, 4, 6]), and
with the high throughput required for blockchain synchronization.

The field of blockchain-based swarm robotics was set out in 2016 by [3]; the paper de-
scribes several use cases for blockchain-controlled robot swarms. Since 2018 there has been
a number of simulation results for blockchain applications in robots such as: the achieve-
ment of consensus in robot swarms in the presence of Byzantine robots [17]; the improve-
ment of communications and performance in industrial robots [5]; the formation of coali-
tions in cyber-physical systems [9]; the management of collaboration in heterogeneous mul-
tirobot systems [15]; the secure collection of data from robots [21]; and path planning in
multi-robot systems [12]. Hence, research addressing the application of blockchain tech-
nology to robotics is an active research area and, as such, there is a high demand for plat-
forms to run blockchain experiments on physical robots. To the best of our knowledge, in
this work, we deliver the first blockchain-controlled swarm of real robots.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the robot hard-
ware and control routines, the used blockchain software, and the setup of the experiments.
Section 3 presents and discusses the experimental results.

2 Methods

2.1 The Experimental Scenario

In this paper we consider a scenario in which robots in a swarm are given the task to deter-
mine the fraction of white tiles in a checkerboard environment (Figure 1). The difficulty of
this task can be changed by changing the number of Byzantine robots that distribute false
information, or the size of the swarm which leads to a lower coverage of the map and net-
work connectivity. Our goal is to study how a blockchain — and its relevant components,
such as smart contracts, cryptotokens and protocols for consensus — can be used to coun-
teract the negative influence of Byzantine robots in a swarm in order to achieve swarm wide
consensus. Furthermore, this experimental scenario consists of the first implementation of
blockchain consensus in a physical robot swarm, and we look to provide guidelines on the
establishment of such a system, and insight some details of its operation.
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Figure 1: The Pi-puck robots move in an 1×1 m2 arena covered by 68 black and 32 white tiles.
The robots’ goal is to determine the fraction of white tiles by using their ground sensors. A
part of the swarm act as Byzantine robots that disseminate wrong estimates. Using their
LEDs, the robots communicate events—such as the receipt of a new block or the receipt of
the consensus signal—to the experimenter for visual analysis.

2.1.1 The robot platform.

The experiments are conducted using a maximum swarm of N = 10 Pi-puck robots [11]. Pi-
pucks are e-puck robots extended by a Raspberry Pi Zero W single board computer. Com-
pared to the e-puck robot, the extension board improves the robots’ communication ca-
pabilities and computational power. The Raspberry Pi Zero W has a 1 GHz processor with
512 MB of RAM. Hence, the use of the Raspberry Pi Zero W extension board allows for the
implementation of more complex algorithms compared to previous e-puck robot versions.

2.1.2 The arena.

The arena has a dimension of 1× 1m2. Its plywood floor is covered with 68 black and 32
white square tiles; therefore, the fraction of white tiles is 0.32. Each tile is 10×10cm2. The
arena is bounded on each side by a wooden barrier which can be detected by the robots’
obstacle avoidance sensors.

2.2 Control Routines

In the following, a high-level overview of the software that is executed on each robot is given.
A more in-depth description is given in a separate technical report [14], in which we provide
a detailed description of all the steps needed to set up and replicate our experiments using
the Pi-puck robot.

The control routine for each robot is composed of six high-level parts that are executed
at different frequencies:

• Random walk (frequency: 10 Hz): the robot alternates between straight movement
and rotation on site; the duration of each phase is sampled from an exponential dis-
tributions (we use the same parameters as [20]).

• Obstacle avoidance (frequency: 10 Hz): if an obstacle is detected using the robot’s
infrared (IR) sensors, then the random walk routine is paused and the robot turns
away from the obstacle; it does so by assigning weights to the different IR sensors; the
robot resumes the random walk afterwards.
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• Local estimation (frequency: 1 Hz): while moving around the robots calculate a local
estimate ρ̂ of the fraction of white tiles in the environment by dividing the number of
white sensor readings by the total number of sensor readings.

• Peering (frequency: 3 Hz): each robot uses its range-and-bearing IR actuators/sensors
to simultaneously transmit its ID, and listen for other IDs within a fixed range (approx.
5 cm). After an ID is received, the robot executes a TCP request to obtain the Enode
— a unique identifier of a blockchain node, used for the peering calls. After 2 seconds
without receiving close range IR messages, a peer is removed from the blockchain and
all information regarding that peer is deleted.

• Blockchain-based estimation (frequency: 1
45 Hz): Every 45 seconds, a robot sends its

local estimate to the smart contract where these are stored, aggregated, and refined to
generate a shared estimate.

• Block sealing (frequency: varying—see below): On each robot, an instance of the
Ethereum software geth is executed during the entire course of the experiment. In
order to create new blocks on the blockchain, each robot acts as a sealer in this back-
ground process.

The control routines are implemented in Python; in order to run the routines in parallel
and guarantee the specified frequencies, the multi-threading package is used.

2.3 Blockchain Technology

For fundamentals of blockchain technology, we refer the reader to [16, Section 2] and to the
original papers on Bitcoin [13] and Ethereum [2]. In the present work, we therefore focus
the most relevant concepts for this setup — namely, the used proof-of-authority consensus
protocol was well as cryptotokens and smart contracts.

2.3.1 Blockchain-based Smart Contract

A blockchain-based smart contract is a piece of programming code that is stored on the
blockchain. It encapsulates functions and variables, and participants of the blockchain net-
work are able to alter the state of the smart contract by sending transactions to its functions.
Blockchains additionally store the amount of “cryptotokens”—that is, immutable shares of
a digital currency—that each participant possesses.

The smart contract used in our research has four functions with which the robots can
interact:

1. storeEstimate(localEstimate): this function enables the robots to store their lo-
cal estimates on the blockchain. In order to store an estimate, robots have to send
40 ether. Ether is a scarce cryptotoken, and the fact that sending transactions requires
ether limits the number of transactions a robot can send;

2. askForUBI(): by sending a transaction to this function, robots can make a request
for the universal basic income (see below for a description);

3. getEstimate(): this function returns the aggregated estimate of white tiles, as deter-
mined by the blockchain-based smart contract;
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4. isConverged(): this function checks if the smart contract has reached convergence
on an estimate (i.e., it determines if the absolute difference between the previous and
the current value of the shared estimate is smaller than τ = 0.02), in which case it
returns ‘true’.

The flow of information in the smart contract works as follows. After a transaction is sent
to the storeEstimate(localEstimate) function, the local estimate is stored in a list of
proposals in the smart contract. As soon as 10 proposals are received, the smart contract
performs a simple outlier detection, where all proposals with an absolute difference to the
current blockchain estimate larger than δ = 0.2 are discarded (except for the very first 10
proposals that are all accepted). The accepted proposals are used to update the estimate in
the blockchain, which is the arithmetic mean of all accepted proposals. All robots that sent
an accepted proposal get reimbursed — that is, they get back their 40 ether — plus a bonus
which is composed of a share of the non-repaid ethers of the discarded proposals.

An experimental run is stopped after after all robots have received ‘true’ when querying
isConverged(), at which time they turn on their green LEDs.

2.3.2 Cryptotokens

In order to store their local estimate in the blockchain, robots send storeEstimate trans-
actions accompanied by a defined amount of cryptotokens. Cryptotokens are an immutable
and scarce asset which is stored on a blockchain ledger. A digital asset with these proper-
ties is a key component to limiting the number of transactions robots can send, and thus
prevent sybil attacks. Robots can obtain tokens in two ways:

• by being reimbursed when sending accepted proposals (that is, by sending useful in-
formation);

• receiving the universal basic income (UBI).

The UBI is an economy mechanism we established within the smart contract to allow the fair
distribution of tokens between the robots. It functions as follows: at block numbers which
are a power of 2 (i.e., in the blocks 2,4,8, · · · ), the smart contract allows a grant of 20 ether
every robot. This exponential scheme makes sure that in the beginning of an experiment,
every robot is able to send its local estimate, while over time, it becomes more important
to send useful information in order to continue participating in the experiment. Using this
scheme, we can take advantage of the immutability and scarcity of blockchain cryptotokens
to filter Byzantine robots and prevent them from wreaking havoc on the blockchain esti-
mate.

2.3.3 Consensus Protocol

The decentralized nature of blockchains can result in conflicting situations (e.g., a differ-
ent order of transactions in different versions of the blockchain). To resolve these conflicts
and agree on a common order of transactions, a consensus protocol is needed. In this
work, we use proof-of-authority [19], an alternative to the original and most commonly used
blockchain consensus protocol known as proof-of-work [13]. In contrast to the computa-
tionally complex proof-of-work, proof-of-authority requires a majority of preselected nodes
(i.e., in this work, a majority of robots) to agree on the state of the blockchain database.
Proof-of-authority knows two kinds of blockchain nodes:(1) normal blockchain nodes and
(2) sealers—analogous to miners in proof-of-work—nodes that are able to create new blocks
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by signing them. For each block, there is a preferred sealer, chosen in a round-robin fashion.
If the preferred sealer signs the block, it is called an in-turn signature, if another sealer signs
it, it is called an out-of-turn signature. The sealers can sign new blocks anytime they want,
but in order for a new block to be valid:

• the timestamp of the new block must be at least t = 15 seconds after the previous
block (also known as the block time);

• they can only sign one block in bN
2 c+1 blocks (to guarantee majority voting);

• they must create a correct signature using their private key and sign the hash of the
current block.

As soon as a sealer has signed a block, it disseminates the block in the network. The other
nodes verify the signature and the validity of the block. The nodes agree on the strongest
chain, that is the chain with the highest difficulty. The difficulty for in-turn signature is 2,
and the one for out-of-turn signature is 1.

The major advantage of proof-of-authority is that it does not depend on solving compu-
tationally complex mathematical puzzles (as the standard Proof-of-Work-based consensus
protocol does). Even though in this work our swarms contain a fixed number of robots (from
5 to 10), proof-of-authority also works with swarms with varying number of robots by either
keeping a core of trusted sealers or adding and removing sealers based on majority vote.

2.4 Ad-Hoc Network

In order to exploit the Wi-Fi communication abilities of the Raspberry Pi Zero W without
compromising the decentralization of the robot swarm, we establish a Mobile Ad-hoc Mesh
Network using the B.A.T.M.A.N. routing protocol [8]. The advantage of such a network is that
it does not rely on any central hubs (such as routers or master servers) nor does it assume
global connectivity. Instead, each node participates in routing by forwarding data of other
nodes.

In our experiments, the communication range of the ad-hoc network is additionally con-
strained by the range-and-bearing (RAB) board of the robots. We do this to enforce the
swarm robotics core assumption of local communication, or, otherwise, the small arena size
would lead to global communication. By tuning the power allocated to the RAB board it is
possible to physically limit the communication range to approximately 5 cm. Robots broad-
cast the last 8 bits of their IP address in this fashion, and once an exchange has taken place,
the connection to this IP address is established via the Ad-hoc network. Then, the robots ex-
change their enodes (an enode is a unique identifier for each Ethereum node) using TCP, in
order to connect their Ethereum nodes and begin synchronization of the blockchain. From
the moment a robot stops receiving signals from the RAB of a blockchain peer, a 2-second
grace period is started after which the peer is removed.

2.4.1 Byzantine Robots

To study the performance of our approach for increasing numbers of Byzantine robots, we
model a Byzantine robot as a robot that disables its ground sensor, keeps a local estimate ρ̂ =
0.0 and sends this faulty estimate to the smart contract. This failure mode is well-motivated
by our tests with physical robots and can occur in several situations: (1) a robot gets stuck on
a tile during the course of the experiments, for example, due to a broken motor; (2) a robot’s
ground sensor does not have the correct distance from the floor, for example, due to a loose
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Table 1: Overview of the experiments and their parameters

No. Experiment name Swarm size # Byzantine robots

1 Increasing Byzantines 10 0,1,2,3,4
2 Increasing swarm size (no Byzantine robots) 5,7,8,10 0
3 Increasing swarm size (20 % Byzantine robots) 5,10 20 %

screw; (3) the communication to the ground sensor is broken, for example, due to a crash
of the I2C communication protocol; or (4) the robot is controlled by a malicious entity that
tries to work against the goal of the swarm.

2.5 Initialization

At the start of each experimental run, the robots are approximately randomly distributed
in the arena by the experimenter. Then, all robots connect to the Ethereum process of a
bootstrap node (a desktop PC), which serves as initiator of a “mission.” The bootstrap node
compiles the smart contract and communicates the smart contract address to the robots.
The robots sync their clocks before starting an experimental run by using the server.

2.6 Metric

The performance of our approach is evaluated by comparing the actual fraction ρ of the
black tiles to the blockchain estimate of a randomly selected robot at the end of each run.
We also measure (i) the average connectivity, i.e., the mean number of neighboring robots
of all robots; and (ii) the size of the blockchain in MB. Another metric we record is the block
time. The block time is the average time in seconds between subsequent blocks. While we
set the block time to a minimum of 15 seconds, the actual block time differs due to the sparse
connectivity of the network. Only if the requirements stated in Section 2.3 are fulfilled, a new
block can be generated.

3 Experiments

In order to evaluate the presented approach with physical robots, we conduct three exper-
iments (Table 1). For each setting of each experiment, we conduct 5 repetitions1. In the
experiments we use up to N = 10 Pi-puck robots.

3.1 Experiment 1: Increasing Byzantines

The first experiment studies the impact of Byzantine robots in a swarm of fixed size N = 10.
The number of Byzantines is increased from 0 to 4. Our hypothesis is that the approach has
the lowest absolute error when no Byzantines are part of the swarm. We expect the Byzan-
tines to gradually influence the estimate up to a crucial point where they can completely
“take over.”

1Due to limited lab access during the coronavirus lockdown, we were not able to conduct more repetitions. We
declare our commitment to increase the number of repetitions to 10 if the paper gets accepted.
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Figure 2: Experiment 1 - Increasing Byzantines. Left: The absolute error stays below 5 % for
0 to 3 Byzantine robots. With 4 Byzantine robots, the Byzantines partly "take over" and are
able to bias the estimate. Right: The consensus time is slowly increasing when the number
of Byzantine robots increases.

Results and Short Discussion Figure 2 shows the achieved results. The system continues
to work as long as there are fewer than four Byzantine robots. The Byzantine robots have
a small impact when their number is between 0 and 3. As soon as four Byzantine robots
are part of the swarm, a critical threshold is reached: not only the median error becomes
significantly larger, but the variability in the absolute error is also much higher than before
and leads to a large uncertainty in the accuracy of the obtained estimates.

3.2 Experiment 2: Increasing Swarm Size (no Byzantine Robots)

In Experiment 2 we investigate to what extent the size of the swarm has an influence on the
consensus time as well as on the blockchain size, block time, and number of peers. We use
5, 7, 8, and 10 robots and declare our commitment to additionally conduct 10 repetitions for
6 and 9 robots if the paper gets accepted.

Results and Short Discussion The mean absolute error was below 5 % for all swarm sizes
and independent of the swarm size. As expected, the consensus time decreases with an in-
creasing swarm size (Figure 3, left). The consensus time is influenced by several variables,
such as the number of transactions and the block time. The blockchain size grows linearly
in time. To obtain the growth rate for the different swarm sizes, a linear regression was per-
formed using time as a predictor of blockchain size (Figure 3, right). The larger the swarm
size, the more transactions are created, thus the faster the blockchain size grows. It is visible
that doubling the swarm size (from 5 robots to 10 robots) leads to a sub-linear increase in
the blockchain size.

The results also show an inverse correlation between the average block time and the
network connectivity (Table 2), where block time B is defined as the time elapsed between
two consecutive blocks, and network connectivity as the average number of robot meetings
per second. In practice, this relation stems from the inability of robots to relay messages
between all nodes within B seconds, and robots not being allowed to seal more than bN

2 c+1
blocks in a row (see Section 2.3.3). Choosing an appropriate block time is important as it
can reduce the number of network splits (called forks in blockchains), thus leading to less
overhead in communication and computation by reducing the number of forked blocks to
be, respectively, synchronized and hashed.

In our experiments, we used a default block time of 15 seconds and it proved insufficient
as the average time between blocks was higher than expected (see Table 2, column 3). In
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Table 2: Recommended block times using the formula for Br . The average connectivity and
average block times are calculated from using the results from Experiment 2.

Swarm
Size (N )

Average
Connectivity (R)

Average
Block Time (B)

Recommended
Block Time (Br )

5 0.036 50.1 60
7 0.057 34.6 39
8 0.073 31.4 33

10 0.107 24.3 25

proof-of-work there are automatic mining difficulty adjustment mechanisms to maintain a
constant block time, but in our proof-of-authority robot swarm application, it would rather
be useful to select a metric that helps in choosing an adequate block time.

To accomplish this, we say that a robot message (a block) should be able to reach every
other robot (full synchronization) at least once before bN

2 c+ 1 blocks have elapsed. When
this condition is met, we can retrieve the recommended block time Br for a given swarm

size N : Br =
⌈
b N

2 c+1
R ln N

⌉
, where R is the network connectivity stated as the probability per

second of a robot meeting another. R can be estimated from simulation parameters such
as the robot density, the average speed of the robots and their communication range. It can
also be obtained from experimental results, as done in this paper (see Table 2).

3.3 Experiment 3: Increasing Swarm Size (20 % Byzantine Robots)

In the third and final experiment, we study how different swarm sizes deal with a fixed frac-
tion of 20 % Byzantine robots. We perform Experiment 3 exclusively with 5 and 10 robots,
because only these two swarm sizes permit to have exactly 20 % Byzantine robots.

Results and Short Discussion Figure 4 shows that the absolute error is largely indepen-
dent of the swarm size. As in Experiment 2, the consensus time decreases with an increasing
swarm size. When comparing the results to Experiment 2, it is visible that the presence of
Byzantine robots leads to higher consensus times.
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Figure 3: Experiment 2 - Increasing Swarm Size (no Byzantine Robots). The consensus
time (left) decreases approximately linearly with the number of robots. The blockchain
size (right) increases linearly over time (values obtained by linear regression for each swarm
size).
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Figure 4: Experiment 3 - Increasing swarm size (20 % Byzantine robots). We conduct this
experiment only with N = 5 and N = 10 since only these two swarm sizes allow for exactly
20 % Byzantine robots. Left: The absolute error is not influenced by the number of robots
if the fraction of Byzantines remains constant. Right: The smaller swarm appears to be
stronger influenced (i.e., it is slower to reach a consensus compared to Experiment 2) by the
presence of Byzantine robots than the larger swarm.

3.4 Discussion and Conclusions

In this work, we have given a proof of concept for a physical blockchain-controlled robot
swarm. The added value of using blockchain technology was already well-established in
previous research, hence an empirical comparison to a blockchain-free “strawman” is not
the intention of this paper. Still, in the following, we want to briefly summarize the differ-
ences with a potential blockchain-free version. To do so, it is important to emphasize that
blockchain technology is—according to the current state-of-the-art—the minimum ‘bun-
dle’ to create a trustworthy and working system in a network of mutually untrusting agents.
This bundle mainly consists of: (1) public-key cryptography and the use of digital signatures;
(2) a consensus protocol; (3) a decentralized database; and (4) smart contracts if the system
should be used as computing platform. Omitting one of these components would lead to
the following situations which do not provide the required security for real-world deploy-
ments: (1) lack of Sybil attack protection; (2) lack of consensus in order to solve conflicting
states of the decentralized ledger; and (3) lack of tamper-proof decentralized event log to
analyze the swarm behavior during or after an experiment.

In contrast to popular belief, using a blockchain is not like using a “sledgehammer for
cracking a nut.” The Pi-puck robots used in this experiment are equipped with a 16 GB
SD card and a Raspberry Pi Zero W computing unit and still they can efficiently run the
blockchain related software. Our experiments showed that the blockchain data size grows
linearly over time, and is always lower than 0.4 MB at the end of a 15-minute run (Figure 3).
On a similar note, the Ethereum running process geth populates on average 13.7 % of the
available CPU power in the Raspberry Pi Zero W.

The goal of this work was to provide a proof-of-concept for the implementation of a
blockchain-based physical robot swarm, using the detection of Byzantine robots in a collec-
tive sensing scenario as example application. Our goal was not to achieve the best possible
results or to fine tune parameters. The analysis of the block time and the blockchain size as a
function of the swarm size serve as a basis for other blockchain-based robot swarm applica-
tions and are independent of the smart contract used. Together with the ARGoS-blockchain
interface presented in previous work, this toolkit should give researchers a testbed to study
a plethora of scenarios (e.g., secure mapping, flocking, for data logging) and bring the swarm
robotics field a step closer to secure real-world deployments.
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